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What Is Report Pro
ReportPro replaces the old reporting tab. ReportPro allows simple customization of reports to fit specific users needs
allowing adding/removing columns and unlimited grouping and filtering. In short, it allows you to customize the current
report list the way YOU want them. It can also be used as an MSO enabled advanced reporting system.
ReportPro generally mirrors the Reporting tab. Because of the flexibility in customizing reports, some reports have been
combined.

Setting Up Report Pro
When you first log in to ReportPro, you will need to set your location(s). To do so, highlight “Local Host” click on the “E” for
Edit and 1) Name the Location: and 2) Type in the IP Address and port that you see on the SummitCRS Login screen and
the DBName that matches the DBName in the Summit client setup (this can be launched by clicking on the blue IP address
on the login screen).

Click save and then you can highlight the location name and click “C” for Click the (C) to connect. You will see the folder with
a green checkmark on it that will indicate it is connected. If there is NOT a green check on the folder, the location is NOT
active.

Report Pro Basics
The reports in Report Pro basically mirror the reports in
SummitCRS screen 800. HOWEVER, ReportPro has
additional functionality and flexibility.
“A” is to Add locations
“E” is to Edit locations
“R” is to Remove locations
“C” is to Connect locations
The +/- allows you to Expand/Collapse the Location List
(MSO feature)
You can add additional locations by clicking the “A” and
setting the Location, IP, and port and then clicking “C” to
connect.
The Dropdown arrow allows you to choose from the list
of “grouped” reports.
Simply choose the “group” and the reports inside will
display below.

You can choose your dates by clicking on the actual date.

In ReportPro you can choose to run reports that are
Closed Date driven instead by Delivery Date by checking
box. **
**NOTE: not all reports are Closed Date driven: here is a list: http://www.summitcrs.net/pdf/reportsguide.pdf
You can also filter by WIP Departments.
By checking the “Export” box you can choose to export the chosen report to: CSV, Txt, Excel, XML or HTML

a

Pre-Processing
By checking the Pre-Processing box prior to running a report it will launch the Pre-Processing screen that allows you to filter
as you’d like prior to printing the chosen report.

Then click “Start” to run your report

Report Pro Flexibility
ReportPro allows you to manipulate “standard” reports and customize those reports to your specific needs.

Grouping
You can “group” by clicking on and dragging a column header up in to the white space and then expand/collapse by
clicking on the + or -

Filtering
You can filter any of the columns by clicking on the “down arrow” to the far right of each column and choosing your
filter. (Below “Insurance Co is filtered) To revert back to normal, simply click “(All).”
You can even remove or add available columns to the print list by clicking in the top, left-hand corner of the columns list and
checking/unchecking the options you desire.

Applying Totals
ReportPro allows you to add Column Total Options for review and print.
To add a column total for review or print, simply highlight the column you’d like to total, right click and it will launch the
“Column Total Options” window.

This allows you to choose Count, Sum or Average and to format the numbers in Currency or Hours. The totals will show at
the bottom of the screen.

NOTE: If your screen is sorted or filtered, the totals may show below the viewable area. To view them, simply scroll down
to the bottom of the page and you will see the totals.

Column Totals with Different Options Applied
You can also sort one column by Totals and a different column by Average, etc.

To clear the totals, simply right click on the column, and choose
“Clear Selected Column Totals”

Saving Your Changes
You can “lock in” customized reports by clicking “Save” in the top right of the screen ** NOTE: Your report will now
“default” to the “Saved” choice you made every time you run the report.

Printing
When you print, ReportPro will display on the Print Preview exactly what you see on the screen. Should the columns be too
wide for the printed page, the extra columns will fall to page 2.
Report Pro now allows you to choose to print your report in Portrait or Landscape by clicking on your choice.

In addition the “Print Preview” window allows for
additional customization – including a “Fit To Page”
option.

Additional Tips
Expanding the “View”
To ONLY see the report and exclude the “setup” simply click on the report name, i.e.: 0140-RO Sales Journal and the report
view will expand. To return the screen to default simply click on the report name again.

Click HERE to Expand

Click HERE to Collapse

MSO Features
Roll-Up Reporting for multiple shops.
Add all your shops to run reports. OR, you can filter in/out shops by clicking on the drop-down arrow in the “C Location”
row and checking the ones you choose.

